Modulation of plasmons in graphene by substrate modification
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Graphene plasmons offer unique possibilities for controlling light in nanodevices and for optoelectronics. Plasmonic properties can be widely controlled by tuning carrier density, n. Electrical carrier doping to control plasmon has been intensively studied [1]. Chemical doping is another promising approach, which will be applicable to plasmon waveguides [2]; however, only few experiments have been reported so far.

In this study, we investigate plasmons behaviour in graphene modified by chemical doping caused by a substrate modification with a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of organic compounds. We used 3-amino-propyltriethoxysilane to form an SAM at the interface between a SiO₂ substrate and graphene, which modifies the n of graphene. Graphene grown by a chemical vapor deposition method was transferred onto the SAM. As a reference, we also prepared samples with graphene directly on a substrate. Propagating plasmons were imaged with a scattering-type scanning near-field optical microscope (s-SNOM) [1, 3].

In Fig. 1, near-field amplitude obtained with the s-SNOM is plotted as a function of position across domain boundaries (DBs) in the two types of samples. It shows the profile of interference patterns with different peak distances corresponding to the half of plasmon wavelengths, λ_p/2. The λ_p in the samples with the SAM is smaller than that in the samples without the SAM. The carrier densities estimated from the dependence of λ_p on the incident beam wavelength are n ~3.6x10^{12} cm² and ~1x10^{13} cm² in the samples with and without the SAM, respectively (Fig. 2). These values are consistent with those measured by the van der Pauw method. Our results demonstrate that plasmon properties in graphene can be modulated by the chemical doping from the SAM. Patterning of the SAM would be useful to fabricate plasmonic devices, such as waveguides.
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**Figure 1**: Near-field amplitude profiles across DBs of graphene with an incident beam at 10.7 μm.

**Figure 2**: Distance between interference peaks as a function of incident beam wavelength.